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Chapter 3

_______________

Animation:  
The Physical  

Expression of Your 
Life Force

d
 “We are all born charming, fresh, and spontaneous and must  

be civilized before we are fit to participate in society.”

Miss Manners (Judith Martin)

animated (an’ e ma’ tid) adj. 1. full of life, action or spirit.

Having worked for over three decades with people at every level 
of the business world, I’ve witnessed many aspects of the corporate 
experience. I’ve observed CEOs, managers, directors, vice presidents and 
presidents in sales and marketing, design and development, finance, legal 
and operations departments. The main problem I was hired to solve? 
Poor communications and presentation skills. I believe this problem is 
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largely a manifestation of peoples’ fears of expressing their personalities 
and emotions—ultimately, of being themselves at work. 

What creates these fears? I believe they stem from the contradictory 
messages corporations send their employees, who are expected to be 
businesslike and reflect the image of the corporation, yet at the same 
time encouraged to feel like they are individuals and a vital part of the 
“family.” Businesses and corporations simultaneously pull workers in 
and push them away, and this mixed message serves to confuse employ-
ees about their roles in the corporation. Should they be “corporate” or 
“expressive”? Good question: I believe they can be both.

One way to handle this dual directive is to find a way to embrace and 
be competent in both realms. You must, of course, know your material, 
but what’s equally important is how you present it, how you communi-
cate it. Animation, emotional poise and confidence are just as important 
as work-related skills and knowledge. What you say is important. How 
you say it is perhaps even more important because if they don’t hear it, it 
doesn’t matter what you said, does it? Here’s an acting analogy: Why do 
we need actors? Why don’t we just have playwrights read their own work 
aloud? Because words are not enough. It’s the actor’s expression that 
brings life to words on a page or lines on a stage. 

My desire is to encourage you to use these acting skills to expand your 
range of expression and bring more of yourself to the workplace. Don’t 
wait for your company to take action—whose career is it anyway?

Can you imagine the human experience without emotion or anima-
tion? It wouldn’t be human experience, it’d be robot experience. What 
a gift we’ve been given as human beings to be able to express ourselves 
in so many different ways! And what a shame that so many people need 
others to speak for them. What a waste of natural talent that could be 
used to positively affect and influence others.

our expressive nature
The idea is to understand your expressive nature and draw upon that ex-
pressiveness any time you speak. Unfortunately, many of us seem to have 
lost or discarded our expressive abilities. Perhaps we were embarrassed 
or humiliated as children and were determined to protect ourselves from 
then on. Or maybe we don’t think people will value or respect what we 
have to say, so we begin to shut ourselves down.

Let me tell you the story of one of my favorite clients, whom I will call 
Adam. I first met Adam when he was about twenty-six years old. He had 
been hired straight out of college by a major corporation and had been 
working there for two years. To this day, outside of my husband, I don’t 
think I’ve met a nicer, more genuine human being. He was, however, 
painfully shy.

Adam initially came to me because he wanted to increase his confi-
dence when giving presentations. At that time, he was working in the 
marketing division and was constantly required to make presentations 
to the sales force and other marketing groups. His boss had sent him to 
me to work on his animation and to expand his sense of fun, qualities 
company leaders wanted to see more of in his presentations.

What they really wanted, without realizing it, was more of Adam in 
his presentations.

As we started to work, it became evident (as it always does) that this 
wasn’t just a problem at work but a life problem as well. For example,  
I learned that Adam always had a tough time making conversation with 
women he was attracted to. Makes sense, doesn’t it? Do you really think 
that someone who has trouble making conversation with the opposite 
sex is suddenly going to be able to walk into a room full of marketing 
people and make a powerful presentation? Of course not. Adam needed 
help not only on expressing his excitement, animation and interest dur-
ing presentations but also when speaking to women. 
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Once we started working in the areas of animation, expressing emo-
tion and dealing with the tension that arose as a result of expressing 
himself this way, Adam discovered a whole new way of being. He had 
been interested in a woman at work for some time (let’s call her Eve) 
but had thus far been too shy to make any overtures. One day he found 
himself alone in the elevator with Eve. Adam told me that his initial reac-
tion was to withdraw into his old behavior, but he caught himself and 
remembered how expressive he could be during our sessions. He told me 
that he acknowledged his tension, took a deep breath and, though still 
feeling shaky inside, introduced himself to Eve and invited her for coffee. 
Eventually they started dating.

Do you have a bit of Adam inside you? Take a look at how you are at 
work and how you are in your life outside of work. Are they different? 
Probably somewhat, so you can see how exploring your emotions and 
animation can be a positive force both at work and in life. 

Learn to think of your body as an instrument, an instrument that 
is played by expressing your emotions, passions and energy through 
animation. Animation is the action that goes with the passion or emo-
tion; it’s the action you take to express, verbally and non-verbally, who 
you are. Animation projects your life force into the world. It is the single 
most important way to cross the imaginary line that we discussed earlier. 

a lIttle anImatIon goeS a long WaY
To begin our work on animation, stand in front of a full-length  

mirror. Take a good look at yourself. Ask yourself how you feel. What’s 

your energy level? If you’re not happy with your energy level, adjust it. 

Look at your instrument—your body—in the mirror. For the moment, don’t 

do anything; just stand relaxed. Now simply smile and watch your cheeks 

plump up. Say the word “Hi,” and watch what happens to your face. You 

have gone in an arbitrary way from non-animated to animated. Do you see 

the difference in the way your face looks when you plump up your cheeks? 

You’ve hardly done anything and already it’s like night and day.

Over time you’ll become aware of your instrument and how to “play 
it.” If I don’t constantly animate my face, it can look very harsh and 
mean, and people would get the wrong impression of me. Without ani-
mation, I would never be an effective teacher.

One of the major reasons people are not comfortable being animated 
is that they’re not comfortable with who they are. So what we need to do 
before we move on is to make friends with who we are and how we look. 

PoSItIVe Image, negatIVe Image
To do this, let’s return to the full-length mirror. This time I want you to 

look at your body—not your face, just your body. Ask yourself what you 

like or love about your body. Do not go to the negative response yet! You 

must come up with at least five positive things. For example: “I love my 

shoulders, they’re nice and broad. I like my hands and my long fingers. 

I like my waist, which is pretty small.” If you can get beyond five, terrific. 

Do not go to the negative response yet!

Okay, now let’s look at the negative. What parts of your body are you 

less-than-happy or even unhappy about? For instance, you might say, 

“I’ve always wished I were taller. I’m constantly aware of how short I am. 

I don’t like my bottom because it’s kind of flat. I’m fat and I hate looking 

at myself the mirror,” and so on.

I know this isn’t easy, but I’m having you do this for a reason. Talking 
about the negative was difficult, wasn’t it? How can you be filled with ani-
mation, wanting to reach out to people and express yourself in a whole 
new way, if you’re not happy with who you are? It’s a matter of accep-
tance. Is it okay if your bottom is too flat? You could have implants. No? 
Then can you just say, “My bottom is okay”? Good! Are you prepared 
to lose that weight? No? Is that okay? Can you live with it? Good! Can 
you accept that you’re short? You may never feel it’s great. But is it okay? 
Good! Learn to make friends with your own perceived flaws, even as you 
attempt to change them—and especially if you can’t change them!
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Now I want you to look at your face in the mirror. Have you already begun 

to criticize? Put the emphasis on the positive. Find three to five things 

about your face that you like or love. For example: “I have great hair! I 

like the color of my eyes. My face has a good shape. I like my eyebrows 

and the way they frame my eyes.”

Now let’s look at what you’re not that happy with. For instance:  

“My mouth is too thin. I’ve always hated my chin; it’s not a strong chin.  

I wish I were better looking.” 

Let’s see if we can adjust this attitude as well. So your mouth is too 

thin. Can you simply make friends with your thin lips? Good. Same with 

your chin; can you accept your chin the way it is? 

You’re getting the idea. You may not be great looking according to 
certain standards that you admire, but are these standards realistic? 
Wouldn’t you be better off establishing your own standards of what is 
attractive or beautiful? Have you ever known someone who was so beau-
tiful from the inside out that it also made her beautiful from the outside 
in? That’s your goal.

A negative self-image constantly influences behavior. Its unconscious 
effect can be devastating. A negative inner voice will always color the 
way you communicate unless you make friends with who you are. Natu-
rally, this will take some work. Controlling ingrained patterns of negative 
talk doesn’t happen overnight. 

Another technique helpful in counteracting the negative voice is to in-
stantly replace the negative thought with a positive one. Think of all the 
time you’ve spent looking in mirrors or windows, checking yourself out. 
Is it rare when that “checking out” leads to a positive observation? Give 
it a try and see. When your response is negative, immediately replace it 
with a positive or accepting statement. “Gee, I look old” becomes “Gee, I 
look terrific for my age.”

Blowing Your own horn
If you can’t sing your own praises, who will? How are people going to 
know how terrific you are if you’re not demonstrating your abilities in 
an ongoing fashion? If you’re constantly deflecting compliments, people 
eventually start to agree with you. 

How are you going to be seen if you spend your time being invisible? 
You might ask, “Well, how am I supposed to be front and center when 
I’ve been sitting in the back row my whole life?” You need to start mov-
ing up slowly, one row at a time. We’ll start with an exercise called  
“I Am.”

I am
Sit down in a nice comfortable spot, with paper and pen. Now make a 

list of twenty-five of your positive attributes. An attribute is a character-

istic of your personality and who you are. These are positive words that 

describe the person you know yourself to be. Preface each word with the 

statement “I am...” Your list should look something like this: 

• I am friendly 

• I am kind  

• I am funny  

• I am talented 

You’ll probably get off to a pretty good start. If you slow down after 
ten or fifteen words, relax—that’s normal. Take all the time you need to 
complete this list, but make sure you get to twenty-five. (No fair using 
the dictionary or asking friends!) 

How did you do? Was it difficult listing twenty-five? This list lives 
inside of you, and the purpose of doing the exercise is to become familiar 
with your many different colors. 

After you have completed your list of twenty-five words, ask your 
friends for feedback. Simply ask them what they think are your most 
positive attributes. Again, make sure that they focus on the positive. 
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Remember your friends’ responses and write them down, even if you 
don’t necessarily agree with them—after all, it’s how they see you. Notice 
qualities you hadn’t thought of and acknowledge them.

actIng “I am”
Now let’s take the list and go back to the full-length mirror. I want you  

to act out each of your words in front of the mirror. By “act,” I mean 

bring the full meaning of the word outward using your hands, your  

body, your face and your voice. 

To do this, you must consciously set the intention to change your atti-

tude so that you will have the desired effect on your audience. Open up, 

extend the friendly part of you, and then tell the mirror, “I am friendly.”

Watch yourself in the mirror; how was your “performance”? Did you 
believe yourself when you said, “I am friendly”? Did you look like you 
were friendly?

Do this with all the words on your list. Make sure that you connect 
with the meaning of each word and that part of that characteristic that 
lives inside of you. If I were doing this exercise and working on the word 
“funny,” for example, I would find my funny side, encourage it and let it 
bubble up and be expressed in the words: “I am funny!” 

Inside out and outside In
In addition to working from your innate sense of the meaning of each 
word, there are other acting techniques that you can consider using 
when working on your list of twenty-five. I first heard the words “work-
ing from the inside out and outside in” during an interview long ago with 
the late Paul Newman. Recently this phrase has become very popular. 
When actors work from the inside out, they use the memory of a life 
experience that lives inside of them. They call up or remember that 
particular experience and the emotion connected to it to help them meet 
the emotional obligations of the scene they’re working on. Paul Newman 
worked this way. 

Conversely, when actors work from the outside in, they use clothing, 
hairstyle, makeup and other external things to affect their performance. 
This is the way Joanne Woodward works. Years ago, Mark Wahlberg 
starred in the movie Rock Star, and in an Entertainment Tonight inter-
view he explained that he traveled for months with a band to get a sense 
of the inner life of a rock star. But it was not until he grew his hair long 
and put on the character’s tight leather pants that he gained a connection 
from the outside in. 

Include this type of work in your exercise in front of the mirror as fol-
lows. For this example, we’ll continue to work with the words “friendly” 
and “funny.”

InSIDe out, outSIDe In
Friendly, Inside Out: Stand in front of the mirror, think of your best friend, 

someone you care deeply about, and say, “I am friendly.” 

Friendly, Outside In: Stand in front of the mirror, think of something  

you might wear, something you could put on your body, even if it’s  

just a smile, that would make you feel friendly and warm, and say,  

“I am friendly.”

Funny, Inside Out: Stand in front of the mirror and think of a time when 

you were being goofy, laughing and having fun. Now say, “I am funny.” 

Funny, Outside In: Stand in front of the mirror and put on a funny article 

of clothing or accessory right now. Or make a funny face to the mirror. 

Say, “I am funny.”

Once you get the hang of this, it’s pretty easy. But it takes practice. 
Actors spend years developing their craft. I’m not asking you to devote 
years, but I am asking for time enough for you to practice and improve. 
After you have practiced your list of 25 (or more!) positive attributes at 
home in front of the mirror, go out and start expressing yourself in the 
real world. To help you on that journey, I have provided the following list 
of “feeling words.” Become familiar with the words on this list. Use these 
words in your daily life, in casual conversation, at work, in your presen-
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tations or on the telephone. Add any other feeling words as you think of 
them and find those that you have the deepest emotional connection to.

feelIng WorDS
happy proud kind fearful hurt

shocked empty unhappy frustrated thwarted

confused annoyed perplexed puzzled discouraged

dismayed degraded competent put-down betrayed

anxious lonely rejected depleted rebellious

jealous vengeful resentful insecure judged

condemned ambivalent hesitant unsure sad

ecstatic secure disappointed blamed belittled

ridiculed inferior abandoned joyful loving 

warm embarrassed blessed peaceful trusted

generous supportive tender sweet giving

strong content awestruck forgiving accepting

confident renewed expansive delighted beautiful 

appreciative angry exhilarated compassionate

(add your own here) 

______________  ______________  ______________  ______________  

As you bring animation into your world, keep in mind the meaning of 
the words you are using. Your mission is to infuse life into the words you 
speak. You want to inspire and make an impression. You want people to 
remember you and your message. 

the cycle of animation
Animation comes from your passion and energy. We’ve all seen people 
whose speech lacks passion and energy. The result? Boooooo-ring! 

Now we’re going to combine the work we did on passion and energy 
in the previous chapters with our work on animation. I’ve already men-
tioned how, when speaking, your words need to be expressed through 
your face and eyes. Your words are transported and supported by your 
passion and energy. Think of passion, energy and animation as the tri-
umvirate of successful communication. Once you have learned to express 
yourself using all three, you will have successfully built the foundation 
required to truly be yourself. 

Go back to the mirror. Say to the mirror, “I feel great.” Did you reach 
across the imaginary line with your passion, energy and animation? Was 
your face animated? Was your body animated? Ah, you say, my body? 
Yes! Your body and your face are connected when you express yourself. 
This connection allows the words you speak and the gestures you make 
to look natural. There will be an in-depth discussion of the body later in 
the book. For now, notice what your body does as you animate. You may 
be very surprised and happy with the way it’s coming along. Remember 
to practice the “Yes!” exercise to get your motor running. It’s a great way 
to warm up. 

conclusion
My intent in this chapter is to help you develop your ability to physically 
express your personality to such a point that you are able to adjust and 
cope with any circumstance that arises. Express yourself physically with 
your face, your voice and your body. Whether you’re working for a com-
pany that encourages people to express themselves in an open manner 
or one that is more narrowly focused and conservative, it’s my hope that 
you’ll possess the flexibility to be yourself in either world. And the same 
applies to your personal life.

Let’s do a quick check of things. How are you feeling? Good, I hope. 
You should already be beginning to see and feel a change. 
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If you have begun to speak with passion, energy and animation, then 
people are going to react differently to you. For instance, if you’re a sales-
person, your sales will begin to rise. If you’re part of a marketing team, 
people will begin to notice how you present a product and listen more 
closely to your ideas. If you’re the president or vice president of a com-
pany, people will listen more attentively. If you need to talk to somebody 
you’re close to and tell them how you’re feeling, they will hear you in a 
new way. The result of this kind of communication is increased respect 
from all those around you. Now, isn’t that something you’d like to have? 

Go get it!




